DID YOU KNOW...
OUR PASSION
We believe a pool should be full of memories.
We believe that children should splash.
We believe in laughter, smiles, cannonballs.
We believe in Marco Polo.
We believe that an hour more with your friends and family
is gold. Time goes by too fast. The rearview mirror is full
of memories around the pool, long summer days, grilling
with charcoal, fresh towels, floating on rafts, chicken
fights, snorkels, goggles and swimmies.
We believe in clean water.
We believe in helping you protect your family. Knowing
that the water you swim in is as pure and as close to
nature as it can be. We like soft skin, opening our eyes
underwater and tea parties at the bottom of the pool.
We believe that water starts pure.
We believe that water should remain pure.

1982

The year we originated
the first self contained
robotic pool cleaner in
the United States.

The average cost per
cleaning hour to make
your pool crystal clear.

30%

*

$0.05

The average amount
you’ll save on chemicals.

We are Aquabot.
We are the Keepers of Pure.
What you’ll get back so
you can start enjoying
your pool instead of
worrying about it.

Time

Aqua Products, Inc.
282 Grove Ave., Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
1-800-221-1750
www.Aquabot.com

FEWER
CHEMICALS
AND A
HEALTHIER
CLEAN

FEATURES

A HEALTHIER CLEAN

We have the widest variety of products that offer the
most innovative features and benefits in the industry,
all to help you maintain a clean and healthy pool.

SAVINGS
Aquabots are a great investment to help maintain
your pool. In addition to saving you time so you
can enjoy your pool more, Aquabots are great for
helping you save:

WATER

• The strongest pumps in the
industry... can generate up to 85
gallons per minute to help ensure
all dirt and debris are removed.

FEWER CHEMICALS
AND A
HEALTHIER CLEAN

• Save on backwashing. All debris is selfcontained in unit = Less Backwashing.
CHEMICALS

• The industry’s best filtration
systems that can capture debris as
small as 2 microns in size.
• **4WD system that powers the
cleaner up walls and over obstacles

• Better water circulation and finer
filtration help you save up to *30% on
your total chemical usage.
BETTER
MIX

BETTER
FILTRATION

FEWER
CHEMICALS

ENERGY
• Aquabots cleaning cycle costs about 5¢
per hour saving you almost 40% on your
pool electric usage.

• Top loading filter baskets for easy
access and cleaning.
• The best water mixing to help
reduce chemical usage.

Aquabot robotic pool cleaners are engineered with the
strongest pumps and finest filtration in the industry.

• Power Washing Jets that pressure
wash the pool floor to loosen
stubborn debris and algae.

They remove more debris and finer particulate to keep
pools physically cleaner… substantially reducing the
amount of chemicals needed.
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• Remote Control capabilities to help
spot clean tough to reach areas.

The Aquabot is more than just a pool cleaner. It is part
of the fabric of your summer experience that will help
you and your family enjoy your pool for years to come.

•

93% more efficient than a standard
main pool filtration systems
†

Our products also save you something that you can’t
put a price tag on... Time. By using an Aquabot
robotic pool cleaner, you can gain time back to
enjoy your pool instead of worrying about it. You
can spend more time with family, friends or even
just some quiet time poolside relaxing.

* Actual savings rates may vary based on cleaner type, pool size and usage.
** Select Models
† Recent independent study by the National Plasterers Council. This study concluded that the use
of self contained robotic pool cleaners were 93% more energy efficient that a standard main pool
filter system.

